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Domestic equity indices fell aggressively, with mid-caps falling 
-3.6%, followed closely by small-caps (-3.1%) and large-caps 
(-2.81%).

Consumer credit outstanding rose +$16.5 billion in February, 
exceeding expectations for a +$14.0 billion increase, bringing total 
credit outstanding to $3.1 trillion, a new record.

The NFIB Small Business survey rose to 93.4, short of expectations.

The CBOE Volatility Index, known as the VIX, rose to 17.0.

S&P 500 (-1.37% YTD): Utilities lead (+10.72% YTD), while 
Consumer Discretionary (-6.54% YTD) lags.

This Week's Key Economic Data Releases:
April 15: The latest reading of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) will be released, as well as the 
National Association of Homebuilders (NAHB) Index.

April 16: Industrial production, capacity utilization, housing starts, and building permits data
will be released.

April 17: Initial and continuing jobless claims data will be released. 

April 18:  Markets CLOSED for Good Friday.
Th
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Treasury security prices rose sharply last week as equity 
markets sold off.

The 10yr Treasury closed at 2.63%.

The 2/10yr Treasury spread narrowed to 226bps.

The 30yr Treasury closed at 3.48%.

According to Freddie Mac, the average 30-year fixed-rate 
mortgage in the U.S. fell to 4.34% last Thursday.

Hot Topic:  European Central Bank 
Open to Quantitative Easing

Over the weekend, European Central Bank (ECB) officials  made it extremely 
clear that outright quantitative easing (QE) is on the table as an option to combat 
falling prices in the Eurozone.  Speaking at the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) in Washington, ECB officials were out in droves discussing methods for 
potential stimulus. Besides ECB President Mario Draghi, other high ranking ECB 
officials speaking in favor of QE included ECB Executive Board member Benoit 
Coeure, Vice President Vitor Constancio, and Chief Economist Peter Praet, who 
all publically affirmed the ECB's readiness to act against low inflation.  While this 
is not new news, as QE had been discussed in the past in Europe, this is arguably 
the most dovish tone that the ECB and its officials have used when trying to 
convey the tools left  in its monetary policy toolkit. Moreover, this is significant 
because as the Eurozone continues on its road to recovery, the ECB remains the 
lone major central bank to hold back on new stimulus measures.  While other 
central banks such as the Federal Reserve are paring back on the amount of 
stimulus they are providing to capital markets, the ECB has laid the floor plans for 
what increased QE may look like in Europe.

ECB President Mario Draghi made it apparent that a strong Euro is problematic 
for the Eurozone recovery as it holds down prices and makes the Eurozone less 
attractive from a global trading standpoint.  As the Euro remains strong, goods 
sold by countries such as Germany are more expensive, and thus less competitive 
in the global market place.  With the Euro's recent trading range, it appears as if 
the $1.40 level can be viewed as a "ceiling" when it comes to an acceptable level 
of Euro strength.  A push through the $1.40 level could cause the ECB to engage 
in QE or update its forward guidance in an effort to weaken the bloc's currency. 

While the ECB's charter prohibits it from financing governments, it does not 
prohibit it from buying government bonds. While asset purchases may be a tool to 
fight deflationary risks, the question remains whether or not it is the right tool.  
Unlike in the United States where there is only one set of government bonds to 
purchase (our own), the Eurozone is made up of 18 different nations, all of which 
have their own government bonds that the ECB could purchase.  So, how does the 
ECB decide which country's bonds to buy?  Good question. Coeure notes that 
asset purchases would not be about quantity, but rather about price. Purchases 
would likely target medium to long-term interest rates, those which are most 
critical for investment and consumption decisions.  While the expectation for QE 
is now heightened, the timeframe for such action is unclear.  According to a 
research report published by Deutche Bank this morning, it appears as if the 
September 4 ECB meeting seems most likely, following the August 29 release of 
the Consumer Price Index (CPI).  In the meantime, QE is definitely on the table, 
and we will await further clarity and guidance on the framework.
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S&P 400 – Mid Cap

� -1.41% YTD 

� Utilities (+6.54% YTD) lead the way, while Technology lags 
(-5.13% YTD).

S&P 600 – Small Cap

� -3.12% YTD 

� Energy (+7.09% YTD) leads, while Telecoms are the worst 
performing sector (-7.75% YTD).
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MSCI EAFE – Developed International
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MSCI EAFE – Developed International
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The Bank of Japan (BoJ) left monetary policy unchanged at its 
meeting last Tuesday.

German exports fell -1.3% M/M in February, worse than the 
-0.5% decline that was expected.

MSCI EM – Emerging Markets

�

�

The Chinese Consumer Price Index (CPI) rose +2.4% Y/Y in 
March, in line with expectations.

Moody's revised Turkey's credit outlook to "negative." 

USD – Dollar
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USD – Dollar
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The Dollar index weakened last week as yields on benchmark 
Treasury securities fell.

The Yen strengthened against the Dollar last week, closing at 
101.9 JPY/USD.

DJ UBS – Commodities

�
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Gold prices rose last week to close at $1,323/oz.

West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude oil rose more than +2% last 
week, closing at nearly $104/bbl.

S&P 600 – Small Cap
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MSCI EM – Emerging Markets
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DJ UBS – Commodities
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